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TheWaterfallian 

Universal Life Constitution 

For all who have been here, and gone beyond, 
for all yet to be, with new mysteries to come, 
for all alive on this world who are fond 
of visionary thoughts, great and noble, 
we hold these ideas to be-our bond. 
In these ideas we find there are some 
that are high, yet easily attainable. 

That all beings are created Equal to the hilt, 
are endowed with sweet Life and Liberties, 
with screaming yab-dab Happiness, is for sure: 
We're free to imagine worth in a god's eyes 
to see rulers as a tool, with governors built 
by us, the people, in harmony with nature. 

Free to see that the role of these rulers 
Is to further the common good, 
To enable all the people to live in peace 
To realize our divine potential 
Living in harmony with our nabes 
and the whole world around us . 

Greedy Guts 

Never before have I lived in a time 
where I was ruled by such mean men 
mired in their cold hearts 
out for what they can get and calling it "faith." 
I am living in a country gone awry. 
With an aggressive, self serving bully 
acting out the reactions of a coward 
who cries "fear' at every opportunity. 
to cover his greed. 

What to do? • 

Would Muslims love me less, maybe more, 
if I sat and talked? We'd say, 
"We're brothers, if memory serves us well, 
history tells us that in the north, 
corn fed our empire building." 

If the roles were reversed 
and the world ran on vegan-oil 
And the heat from the soil 
grew crops in the sand. 
We might see the Arab point of view. 
If we saw things another way: 
If Arabia was arable 
and their military invaded Iowa, 
if they invaded us for instance. 
Think a bit. Truth is, the Saudis did. 

But King George the kidder 
To avoid complicity with his Saudi handler 
blew off world sympathy with a bush fire 
took the wrong road on the war-path to Ur. 

Now where are we? What do we see? 
Up to his elbows. No spies 
We see a weak man wallowing in his lies. 

Make him squirm 
Make him one-term. 
With a hearty push 
Lets fire the Bush ! 

- Wa terfall and Wills 



The Traitor in the White House 

All these goings on are about _protecting 
the Bush family name and their ass -
their Saudi assets, with the binladens no less. 

So Kiddy Bush avoids discovery of his plot 
with a diversion in Saddam's sand lot. 
( Family support of al-Qaeda 
being such a worrisome problem. ) 
That right, there's the sh~dowy reason 
for his despicable treason. 
A plot which, conveniently, also wasn't found 
because Daddy Bush didn't want it to sound 
like love with al-Qaeda, so put his relationship 
off limits to the FBI until the day after 
the New York hit. 

By hitting back at Iraq they both stood to profit 
from not attacking the Saudis, 
who now own their very own, USA. 
"To show em who's boss," 
says George the elder 
speaking Bushspeak to his son, 
"Since we · can't hit the Saudis, 
let's hit bad boy lraqies insteady 
and make a point to the Baudies* ." 

( *Wry joke explanation: 
Binladen Inc. is also known as the Baud company ) 

Bushes and Co. 

That was a Saudi Attack 
on New York's skyline 
to tell Bush who's boss. 
Bush couldn't hit the Bauds, 
For a bush is on the board 
and the Bushes would be seen 
as not just liars and cheats 
but self serving thieves -
a family of war profiteers 
who stole the US Army 
and the lives of our guys 
for venal self interest. 

binladen Blues 

The Baud Bush Company 
·,-:,_, . 

is in collusion with the enemy. 
Collusion sure is a dirty word. 
Backed up by a Saudi sword 
the blackmailing of Bush 

: .• • !\~ _-, 
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for his investment in plots 
·":',· - - ·· ~ - ; ... _. .: 

by the Saudis' maybe fine 
but I say give me 
some of mine. 

Whim away 

High o'er the fence leapt Sonny George 
nothing but truth could conquer him. 
Well, there is this big firm, far away in Canada 
that sells the facts they forge-, . 
with his Daddy on this Choicep_qint board, 
and deep down in their records ·going back, 
truth to tell, they know your every whim. 
It was them that cut off fifty seven thousand 
voters in Florida, half of whom were black 
to get their Sonny Georgie in. 

Digital Dig it all 

The net's an army store 
and the web of their spies 
is a warning of war. 
Get used to their eyes 
if you use them be wise 
for the spy wants his fright 
to be kept out of sight. 

Democracy 

The will of the people, 
as always, prevails. 
When we win at the poll 
our numbers tell tales! 

"We have nothing to fear but fear itself." 

From FDR's first inaugural address, the full quote is in the fifth 
sentence: •so, first of all, let me assert my firm belief that the 
only thing we have to fear is fear itself- nameless, unreasoning, 
unjustified terror which paralyzes needed efforts to convert 
retreat into advance: He was referring to The Great Depression; 
President Roosevelt was calling for a little 

irrational exuberance. 
••• 
Check out Greg Palast on KUSF Sat 3 to 8 am, or at 
www.GregPalast..com In earlier editions of the Waterfallian we 
asked why was Bush in Iraq? Greg Palast gives a good a reason, 
money. Money for for the Mr &Mrs Bushes and their associates 
- it's a family thing, they invested in a Saudi backed e~ Qaeda in 
Afghanistan - back in the days when the USSR was in Kabul. That 
is the essential blackmail trail to fuel Bush's war in Iraq. 

••• 
We were fifteen days at sea 
when we struck a Christmas tree 
and we fell down the plug-hole in the dark. 
What did we do, what did we do? 
We did the do sir, we did the do. 

-Wills 
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